
 



  
	

Across  
4. Russia's divine right absolute monarchs 'til 1917  
6. Treaty of Versailles said Germany had to accept  
7. way to be safe on modern battlefield  
8. ___ Yixian 'father of modern China' [textbook spelling]  
9. 1-sided info designed to persuade  
15. name for Communist revolutionaries in Russia  
17. country blamed by Austria-Hungary  
18. mystic Russian holy man (a hard guy to kill!)  
24. to prepare/activate military forces for war  
25. barbed ____ = used to slow attacking soldiers  
26. 2 regions (w/o space) in 1870=from France to Germany  
27. passenger ship sunk by Germany  
29. city where it all started  
30. health problem of Czar's son  
34. (3 letters) Germany's all-out  
       attacks on shipping 
 
 

35. (2 words) Germany, Austria-Hungary, Ottoman Emp.  
38. poison ___ = new weapon in WW1  
39. caused 70% of WW1 casualties  
40. 1 of 3 'isms'/long-term causes of WW1 (having colonies = ex. of)  
41. =Great Britain, France, Russia  
42. Kuomintang/Communists joined to fight this country 
	

14. (2 words) Led Communist revolution in China  
15. French and Russian Revolutions	
16. horrors of trench warfare made for _____ peace terms  
19. (2 words) when countries use all resources for war  
20. after Oct. 1917 revolution, Russia _______ out of WW1  
21. 1 of 3 'isms'/long-term causes of WW1 (arms race = ex. of)  
22. '____ generation' = generation that fought WW1  

Down  
1. southeast region of Europe with much nationalist unrest  
2. ____ of Mirrors; 1919 German forced to sign harsh peace treaty  
3. _________ telegram = German message to Mexico  
4. Germany lost all of these due to Treaty of Versailles  
5. Led Communists (a.k.a. Bolsheviks) in Russia  
10. Schlieffen ___ = German plan: 1st France (via Belgium), then Russia  
11. what Germany had to pay Britain and France  
12. Hall of ______; 1870 German celebration there = insult to France  
13. 1 of 3 'isms'/long-term causes of WW1 (national pride = ex. of)  
 

23. Triple ______ (a.k.a. Allies)  
28. Triple ________ (a.k.a. Central Powers)  
31. this empire = pre-WW1 Middle East  
32. an 'ism', Lenin’s political philosophy 
33. ___ Front = where trench warfare was 
36. another new weapon in WW1  
37. German army accrdng to Trty of Vrslles 
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